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SUMMARY

A review of the most widely used highly inbred lines dates back to the
1930's and 1940's.
In spite of their relatively low reproductive performance,
these lines have played an important role in research on disease resistance and
immunology.
More recently developed highly inbred lines have been reported at
the University of California, Davis. Several laboratories also have begun to
breed congenic lines with a c om m o n inbred background but differing from each
o t h e r in i m p o r t a n t m a j o r genes, such as the h a p l o t y p e s of the m a j o r
histocompatibility complex.
Problems relating to the maintenance of isogenic
lines are discussed with reference to the standards set for highly inbred lines
of laboratory mammals.
The value of highly inbred lines for research increases
as their biological properties are defined in more and more detail.
Published
summaries of these characteristics in biological handbooks are essential for
adequate access by researchers to these genetic resources.
INTRODUCTION
Genetic resources of poultry and especially chickens must be considered in
the framework of their intended uses.
Traditional breeds as defined in, for example, the American Standard of
Perfection (1982) play an important role in poultry shows and are controlled by
show breeders and fanciers.
Commercial poultry, bred for its egg or meat production, is increasingly
under the control of large breeding organizations which do not publicize the
exact breed, origin, breeding history, or even the particular lines entering
into final commercial crosses. They have virtually eliminated the breed concept
from their vocabulary.
There are also many lines and mutations of poultry that have originated in
the course of scientific research.
These stocks or genes have been well
documented in the scientific literature and many of them continue to be
maintained at poultry departments and research stations. It is in this last
category that inbred lines are important.
They are a genetic resource capable
of establishing and preserving essential continuity of genetic diversity and
biological control for experiments.
It must be recognized that the usefulness and accessibility of genetic
resources depends on published catalogues of lines and mutants which list their
properties as well as holders of the stocks.
Poultry scientists are fortunate
to have such a s u m m a r y available in the International Registry of Poultry
Genetic Stocks published by Somes (1984). His latest edition of the Registry
lists 235 lines or strains of chickens primarily used for research, 163 mutants
maintained by researchers and fanciers, and 603 breeds or varities of chickens
primarily held by private breeders of show birds. Researchers and breeders from
20 countries besides the United States have contributed to the listings.
Another valuable source of information, particularly with reference to
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inbred lines, is contained in the Biological Handbooks III: Inbred Lines and
Genetically Defined Strains of Laboratory Animals, Part 2, compiled and edited
by Philip L. Altmann and Dorothy Dittmer Katz for the Federation of American
Societies for Experimental Biology (FASEB).
The section on chickens has well
documented listings of inbred lines and genetically defined strains, a linkage
map, mutant traits, imraunologlcally defined strains and lines, and information
about tumor viruses of chickens. It is publications such as these two that give
substance to the concept of genetic resources and their preservation.
In what
follows, I shall confine myself to the discussion of inbred lines of chickens,
including some recent work with inbreds at the University of California, Davis.
ESTABLISHED HIGHLY INBRED STRAINS OF CHICKENS
Inbred lines of chickens with inbreeding coefficients exceeding 90 percent
(an arbitrary figure) can be considered established if they have been included
in published research and are part of an institutional breeding program with
adequate safeguards for their genetic integrity. Published accounts of most of
the experimentally used lines have been given by Festing (1979) and by Abplanalp
(1979).
Listings of inbred lines are also included in the International
Registry of Poultry Genetic Stocks by Somes (1984).
Rather than duplicate the
above, relatively complete accounts of existing material, I would like to limit
my remarks to a review of a selected few lines which have been the most
prominent in the scientific literature.
Iowa Lines
Some of the first inbred lines to be established by brother sister matings
were initiated in 1925 at Iowa State University by Waters and Lambert (1936).
After several generations of sib mating, these lines were expanded in size and
one of them has been maintained at Ames as Iowa line 8. Another Leghorn line
was sent by Waters to the Northern Poultry Breeding Station, Reaseheath,
England, in 1937 where Pease and Dudley (1948) continued to breed it by full sib
matings as Reaseheath line I. Other lines maintained at Iowa have a more recent
origin and have been propagated in small flocks rather than by full sib matings.
Two additional lines G-Bj and G-B2 were extracted from the Iowa GH line which
had originated from a commercial flock. The two inbred sublines were developed
by full sib mating by Schiermann and are Currently used by him at the University
of Georgia, Athens (Maccubbin and Schiermann, 1986). Subiines of G-Bj and G-B 2
are also maintained at the Basel Institute of Immunology, Switzerland, and other
European laboratories.
Reaseheath Lines
Three lines were developed at the Northern Poultry Breeding Station,
Reaseheath, Cheshire, England. Line C, a White Leghorn, goes back to 1932 and
was bred by continued brother sister matings. Line I was obtained in 1937 from
Iowa, as mentioned, and line W, also a Leghorn, was initiated in 1938.
According to Pease and Dudley (1954) all three lines were reproduced by full sib
matings only, but their published pedigree for line C shows crossing of sib
mated sublines in 1936. Later studies of these same lines by Gilmour (1959)
showed them to segregate for five of six blood group systems in 1959, a result
which can only be explained by sublining and subline crossing with main lines.
In any case we can assume that the continuation of sib mating in these lines and
their derived sublines must have resulted in highly inbred material.
The three Reaseheath lines were acquired in the early sixties by Hasek at
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the Institute of Experimental Biology and Genetics, Chechoslovak Academy of
Sciences, Prague (Hasek, 1966). Sublines differing in their B-blood type, a
part of the major histocompatibility complex of chickens as well as A and E
blood groups, w ere extracted from each of the three Reaseheath lines and have
contributed substantially to knowledge about chicken immunogenetics. Several of
these sublines are maintained at the Institute of Experimental Pathology at the
University of Innsbruck, Austria, and the Basel Institute of Immunology as well
as at other European laboratories. Although the exact level of inbreeding of
these lines remains somewhat questionable, they have been among the first to be
defined and kept homozygous for diverse genes regulating immune responses, such
as the MHC, and will undoubtedly contribute further to studies in the field of
immunology.
East Lansing Lines
In 1939 Dr. Nelson F. Waters at the newly established Regional Poultry
Research Laboratory at East Lansing, Michigan, started to develop genetic
material suitable for the study of what was then known as the leukosis complex.
He established inbred lines selected respectively for high and low incidence of
leukosis symptoms of the visceral or neural type. Starting with 90 families
from 9 commercial flocks, he ended up with 15 inbred lines, propagated initially
by sib and half sib matings and later as small flocks as required for their
survival and later the supply of birds needed in disease studies.
Of the 15
original lines, 3 survive today with calculated inbreeding exceeding 99 percent
(Stone, 1975). These calculated levels of inbreeding are probably too high, as
suggested by some residual blood group polymorphisms and some skin graft
rejections within lines (Bacon and Motta, 1982). However, the RPRL lines have
undoubtedly been the most carefully characterized and most widely useful lines
in the study of chicken virus diseases. They were instrumental in the discovery
of cell surface resistance of chickens to lymphoid leukosis viruses of several
subtypes (Crittenden, 1974).
They have played a key role in the ultimate
separation of the lymphoid leukosis and Marek's disease virus as distinct causes
of two diseases involved in the original leukosis complex (Crittenden et al.,
1972). RPRL lines 6, 7, and 15 were also used in research of the same diseases
at the Houghton Poultry Research Station.
More
Laboratory
same lines
carried by

recently,
Crittenden (1981) at the Regional Poultry Research
in cooperation with virologists at other laboratories has used these
in the discovery and genetic characterization of endogenous viruses
them.

The three RPRL lines and their sublines have also been widely used by other
laboratories.
Studies of Rous sarcoma tumor regresson by Collins et al. (1977);
the study of cell surface antigens carried on lymphocytes, Bursa cells, and
cells of the thymus by Gilmour (1976); and the definition of serum allotypes by
Foppoli et al. (1979) all used the East Lansing lines.
Wisconsin Lines
Several inbred lines were also developed by Dr. McGibbon at the University
of Wisconsin, mostly as small flocks characterized by various plumage color
genes and other mutants. Of these, a line of New Hampshires has been propagated
by full sib matings as line 400 at the University of California, Davis. Another
line of the Ancona breed has recently been used by E. W. Briles as base line for
a series of sublines congenic for red cell antigens (E. W. Briles, personal
communication).
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Werribee Lines
Thirteen White Leghorn and 4 Australorp lines were developed by Dr. F.
Skaller at the Werribee Poultry Research Centre and are currently maintained by
Dr. Bruce Sheldon at the CSIRO Genetics Research Laboratories at North Ryde,
NSW, Australia. One of these lines was used in studies of graft versus host
reactions by Burnet (1961).
ETH Lines
Twelve inbred lines were bred by researchers at the Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology (ETH) from continued, full sib matings. Ten of the known blood
group systems were examined in 9 surviving lines after 9 generations of full sib
matings (Abplanalp et al., 1981). Homozygosity of combined blood group loci was
near expectation for a calculated inbreeding coefficient of F = approximately
90%, with reference to the initiation of sib mating. Crosses among lines and
production data have recently been published by Hagger (1985) who has been
working with these lines for most of their existence.
Although several lines
have been discarded because of low reproduction, four lines appear to remain
viable enough for future experiments.
Davis Lines
Finally, I want to report on the status of several inbred lines developed
at my laboratory at the University of California in Davis.
They are listed in
Table 1 according to their level of inbreeding.
TABLE 1
Fertility, hatchability, and production characteristics of 11 highly
inbred lines maintained at the University of California, Davis.
Averages of 1982, 83, and 84 generations

Line
code

Inbreeding
Breed* coefficient

(%)
003
Oil
054
056
058
070
080
082
100
131
135

WL
WL
WL
WL
WL
WL
WL
WL
AL
WL-NH
WL-NH

99+
99+
78
80
80
71
74
76
75
78
78

Fert/set

(%)
81
89
79
67
89
74
94
89
77
62
67

Hatch/ fert

(%)
74
47
39
64
63
58
68
53
73
48
54

At 40 weeks of age
Body
Egg
Egg
wt
Mortality prod
wt

(%)
21
30
28
24
19
11
13
35
15
42
43

(No)

(g)

(kg)

62
87
115
118
118
101
116
102
73
111
112

47.5
43.5
50.5
46.2
50.4
54.3
52.4
48.3
49.1
41.0
41.0

1.40
1.26
1.45
1.32
1.38
1.38
1.53
1.24
2.21
1.41
1.48

* WL = White Leghorn; NH = New Hampshire; AL = Australorp.
Hatchability based on 2 week savings of eggs.
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Line 003 is a survivor of a long-term study of inbreeding effects under
continued full sib mating initiated in 1956. It has been under strict sib
mating since its inception and was listed as line I in a report to this congress
(Abplanalp, 1974). In order to insure its propagation, 8 to 12 hens from two
full sib families are mated to full brothers each year.
Of the resulting
families, two are ultimately selected on the basis of hatchability, vitality,
and egg production to reproduce the line. This system of cutting back allows
selection to take place while relying on single pairs of grandparents for the
entire line.
More recently we have established a subline for this flock which
is being reproduced in the fall of each year to insure against loss or genetic
contamination of the line as a whole.
Other sublines of UCD-003 are currently maintained at the Department of
Avian and Aquatic Diseases, Cornell University; the Department of Animal
Science, University of Ne w Hampshire; and the Centre National de Genetique
Animal at Jouy-en-Josas, France.
Line UCD-011 also goes back to 1957. Two lines (C and M) derived from
same White Leghorn flock as line 003 were crossed after 5 generations of
mating and the F^ backcrossed to line M. Thereafter, full sib mating
resumed and continued to date as described for line 003. By 1985, line Oil
been under full sib mating for 22 consecutive generations.

the
sib
was
had

Other highly inbred UCD-lines (UCD-007, UCD-002, and UCD-022) have been
discontinued because of low hatchability or high early mortality (Abplanalp,
1979). Both lines 003 and Oil have been typed for 12 blood group systems and
shown to be homozygous for all of them.
Within lines, birds accept skin
transplants indefinitely, but evidence for male rejection of female skin grafts
has been observed (McCarry et al., 1981). Lines 003 and 011 also have been
characterized for constant region IgG and IgM allotypes (Foppoli et al., 1979).
Line 003 also serves a base line for a series of congenic inbred lines carrying
different haplotypes of the B-blood group locus, the major histocompatibility
complex (MHC).
My decision to limit the number of highly inbred lines has been primarily a
matter of expediency, but also reflects the fact that a single line with good
reproduction and viability and which is well characterized biologically has more
potential usefulness as experimental material than several less well defined
lines. Fig. 1 shows egg production for line 003 to be substantially lower than
that of line Oil but relatively stable over the past 13 generations.
Late
sexual maturity of line 003 is primarily responsible for its low egg number.
Line Oil on the other hand matures early but shows a clear downward trend
of -2.0 eggs per generation since 1972 when its calculated inbreeding already
had reached 92 percent.
Such instability had previously been observed in
several of our now discarded highly inbred lines UCD-002, UCD-007, and UCD-022
listed in the FASEB Handbook (Abplanalp, 1979). Egg weight and body weight
averages of line 011 also show a gradually declining trend when compared to a
relatively stable line 003 (Table 2) as does hatchability.
In this case,
however, a major drop occurred in 1979 when hatches were changed from one-week
saving of eggs to two-w e e k savings. This change affected line 011 much more
than line 003, whi c h even shows a recovery after the change to the less
favorable hatching conditions.
The decline of egg n u m b e r and egg size in what must have been a near
isogenic line 011 cannot be readily explained on the basis of the classical
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hypothesis that heterotic loci remained segregating in that line; nor does it
seem plausible that mutations occurring at conventional rates of, say, 10 5
could counteract selection differentials of 6.5 eggs (Table 1). Among possible
explanations for inbreeding decline in highly inbred lines, one might postulate
fixation of recessive genes controlling mutation repair enzymes, the presence of
as yet undiagnosed disease agents, or perhaps n e w l y expressed endogenous
viruses. One might also look to developmental mechanisms resulting in the great
diversity of cell populations of the immune system which, under inbreeding, may
be reduced by an order of magnitude. These and other ideas may yet be tested if
we can keep our highly inbred lines in existence.

FIG. 1. A:
Egg production to 40 weeks of two highly inbred White Leghorn
lines (003 and Oil) over the last 13 generations of strict full sib mating.
B:
Hatchability of fertile eggs of the above lines and generations. Note that
hatchability was based on one-week egg saving to 1979 and two-week egg saving
thereafter.
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TABLE 2
Production characteristics at forty weeks of age for hens of two
highly inbred lines (003 and Oil) and selection differentials
for egg number of mated hens

Mated hens
No of
hens

Year

No of
eggs

Egg wt
(g)

Body wt
(kg)

Mortal!ty
(%)

Hatch/Fert
(%)

No

Sel/Diff*
(eggs)

78.82
70.45
81.45
77.78
53.95
73.33
72.25
54.36*
70.54*
73.33*
72.79*
75.81*
73.29*

12
9
10
9
7
8
8
14
15
11
6
10
12

0.70
4.86
6.98
-1.40
11.13
5.94
6.24
3.36
-1.11
-4.83
1.43
-0.31
2.16

Line UCD-003
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

35
28
55
55
40
25
43
59
76
57
49
47
39

Average
46.8
Regression
on year

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

17
16
27
30
23
21
23
22
35
34
16
18
23

80.9
60.1
64.4
78.1
72.8
56.4
62.7
64.0
64.2
60.0
61.5
54.8
68.9

65.29
-0.96

45.5
47.5
46.2
45.4
43.6
—

43.0

1.319
1.406
1.424
1.459
—
—

1.296

—

—

—

—

48.8
46.3
48.1
47.9

46.24

—

1.390
1.419
1.380

1.386

10.26
25.64
16.90
13.24
13.04
21.88
25.00
29.41
12.37
16.30
16.95
13.73
16.67

17.80

72.58*
70.02*

10.0

82.65
54.90
70.32
56.52
71.60
51.56
63.93
33.77*
40.45*
47.58*
45.86*
39.74*
53.85*

3
6
8
8
8
7
13
8
12
14
6
6
4

2.70

Line UCD-011

108.8
112.4
93.4
112.0
99.7
89.0
90.1
79.4
86.3
81.1
83.1
79.6
97.9

45.9
45.2
44.2
45.2
44.4
—
45.3
—
—
44.5
43.3
43.7
43.4

1.305
1.311
1.320
1.371
—
—
1.341
—
—
—
1.258
1.265
1.265

26.09
11.11
18.18
16.67
8.00
12.00
25.00
24.44
21.74
13.79
40.74
36.67
11.54

-3.18
4.24
21.44
0.91
8.97
8.28
4.49
6.92
3.95
11.52
4.36
12.19
1.09

Average
23.5
Regression

94.13
-1.96

44.52

1.303

20.43

64.50
43.54*

7.6 6.50

*Selection differential.
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DEVELOPMENT OF NEW INBRED LINES
From what I have just described, it should be clear that isogenic lines
maintained under strict brother x sister mating are difficult to establish and
may fail even after very high levels of inbreeding have been achieved.
Experiments to investigate the development of highly inbred lines of chickens
are therefore still being conducted at my laboratory.
One such study has been carried out for the past 14 years and has involved
the improvement of lines which were initially inbred to 50% by three consecutive
sib matings, followed by an expansion in numbers to about 6 pairs with
artificial selection for improved reproduction and egg number.
Selection of 16
such lines was initiated from two related base populations in 1972 and 1973,
respectively, as described by Abplanalp et al. (1984a). Under such a system,
variability due to rare recessive genes would be enhanced (Robertson, 1952) so
that subsequent selection should be able to eliminate recessive deleterious
genes presumed to cause inbreeding depression.
From each set of 8 lines, 5 were discarded in 1980 on the basis of low
reproductive performance and egg production.
The remaining two sets of 3 lines
have been maintained under continued selection. Their average survivor egg
production to 40 weeks of age is shown in Figs. 2A and 2B. The first of 3 lines
(054, 056, and 058) shows an average increase of 1.2 eggs per generation
starting at about 104 eggs in 1972 and ending at 118 eggs in 1984. The second
group of lines (070, 080, and 082) started at a lower average production of 85
eggs and ended at 109 eggs in 1984 for an average increase of 2.2 eggs per
generation. However, of the three lines, 080 had an average improvement of 3.2
eggs per generation while line 070 only showed an i mprovement of 1.7 eggs per
generation. The differences in responses of the two sets of inbred lines are
most likely a consequence of the breeding histories of their respective base
populations. Thus, the one giving rise to lines 054, 065, and 058 had a history
of selection under cyclic inbreeding while the other had been under long-term
selection for egg number with constant egg size as a closed flock with random
mating. Inbreeding to a relative level of 50% apparently had a more deleterious
effect in the latter base line than in the flock wit h cyclic inbreeding where
deleterious recessive genes may have been eliminated previously to some extent.
In any event, what seems rather remarkable in both sets of lines is a
relatively good average response to selection for increased egg number in spite
of the high level of initial inbreeding.
Environmental trends do not appear a
likely explanation since other inbred lines such as 003 declined during the same
time period. However, since the 3 lines retained in each set were selected from
8 initial lines in 1980, the final result must be viewed as a combination of
within and between line selection. More details of the quantitative genetic
aspects of this experiment have been given in a recent analysis by Tai (1983).
In the context of the present review, I mainly want to emphasize that lines with
relatively high reproductive potentials can be bred under partial inbreeding
presumably by eliminating recessive deleterious genes.
Since lines inbred to 50 percent retain half of the additive genetic
variability of the base flock, we can assume that additive genetic improvement
also plays a role in the development of viable lines.
Finally, it is conceivable that favorable epistatic gene combinations may
contribute to the survival and final reproductive performance of highly inbred
lines. If this is true, experiments aimed at the detection of recombination
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YEAR
FIG. 2. A:
Egg production to 40 weeks of 3 WL lines derived
from a common outbred base line by 3 successive single pair full sib
matings followed by
selection for egg number with population
effective size of about 10. B: Egg production to 40 weeks of 3 WL
lines (070, 080, 082) derived from a replicate outbred flock (020) and
inbred as under A.
losses in advanced crosses of such inbreds should be of interest.
Such studies
are currently under way at Davis with the lines mentioned above using 3-line
crosses, 4-line crosses, first backcrosses, and F 2 crosses of the inbreds
(Abplanalp et al., 1984b).
If epistatic gene combinations are to be exploited in breeding viable
inbred lines, one might utilize existing viable inbred lines as a starting base.
These would then be improved by outcrosses to highly viable flocks, followed by
as many as two or three backcrosses to the inbred. Our experience with the
breeding of congenic lines has shown such second and third backcrosses to have
substantial genetic improvement over the inbred. Starting with selection in
such material where new genetic variability is highly diluted might lead to the
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establishment of favorable combinations of newly introduced genes with the
genotype of the original inbred line.
A summary of reproduction and production characteristics averaged over
three years for 12 highly inbred lines currently maintained at Davis is shown
in Table 1. In addition to the lines already mentioned, three additional
lines are shown.
Line 100 goes back to a
c ommercial laying flock of
Australorps closed since 1935 and inbred at Davis since 1966 as a small flock
with three generations of full sib mating and a current estimated inbreeding of
75%. It is characterized by good hatchability of 73% in two-week savings of
eggs and good viability.
Two related lines (131 and 135) were derived in 1975 from a random bred
flock of hens selected for short egg intervals b etween 1957 and 1975 and have
been inbred by sib-mating for the last 7 generations.
These lines are
remarkably similar in reproductive performance and are characterized by high egg
number, small egg size, low hatchability, and high early mortality. They are
used primarily as reference lines for blood group genes they carry.
CONGENIC SERIES OF LINES
The need for a high degree of genetic control, particularly in connection
with experiments on immune responses and disease resistance, has led to the
development of congenic lines. These are sub-lines which differ in single genes
of interest but share the genetic background of a highly inbred line.
In
laboratory mammals (mouse, rat, guinea pig) congenic lines are defined as having
at least ten generations of successive backcrossing of heterozygotes carrying
the gene in question to the common inbred (Green, 1981).
In chickens the first four congenic lines were established between 1961-66
at the East Lansing Poultry Disease Laboratory by backcrossing line RPRL-6 to
line RPRL-7. This resulted in four congenic lines alternately susceptible or
resistant to A and B subgroup leukosis viruses (Stone, 1975).
Congenic lines were also developed in the three Reaseheath lines (C, I, and
W, respectively) by researchers at Experimental Biology Institute in Prague. In
this instance the lines apparently were still segregating for alleles of the
blood group locus B and Hasek and coworkers (1966) made homozygous sublines for
each blood type found within the original line.
These lines have subsequently
become valuable tools in investigations of the function of the chicken major
histocompatibility complex.
Congenic lines are particularly suited for investigations of gene complexes
with large numbers of alleles or haplotypes, as they are called, as in the case
of MHC types or other blood group systems.
Several laboratories have therefore
embarked on projects involving congenic line series of chicken MHC haplotypes.
Thus Bacon et al. (1984) at the East Lansing Disease Research Laboratory are
developing an MHC congenic series of 7 haplotypes in the genetic background of
line RPRL-15.
At the Houghton Poultry Research Station in England, Dr. N.
Bumsted (personal communication) has begun an ambitious project of congenic
lines for several of the chicken blood group systems including the B complex.
At the University of New Hampshire, Dr. R. L. Taylor is collecting recombinants
of the MHC complex in congenic lines on the background of line UCD-003; and Dr.
W. E. Briles at Northern Illinois University is using the Wisconsin inbred
Ancona line for a similar but more limited purpose.
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At the University of California, Davis, I have been in the process of
breeding congenic lines of 15 different MHC (B-blood group) haplotypes since
1975. The origins and, where possible, the officially recognized numbers of the
MHC types are given in Table 3. Sublines were backcrossed five times to line
003 before intercrosses within each of them were used to make them homozygous
for the variant MHC-types. These lines are currently being used to test the
diverse MHC haplotypes for resistance to Marek's disease and for regression of
Rous sarcoma induced tumors (Abplanalp et al., 1985).
At the same time, these
lines are used to establish the biochemical structure of the chicken MHC and its
subregions (Miller et al., 1984). In addition to the studies of resistance to
specific diseases, breeding flocks of the congenic lines are being observed
under conventional management to establish MHC effects on viability, growth,
production, and hatchability. This work has led to the conclusion that some
haplotypes which confer resistance to Marek's disease such as E a - B 21 tend to
have lower hatchability than some of the Marek's susceptible haplotypes such as
Ea-B , thus explaining why disease resistant MHC types are not fixed in most
commercial lines.
In addition to congenic lines for MHC haplotypes, several other genes have
been put into line 003, nam e l y the gene for muscular dystrophy (am), the sex
linked dwarf gene (dw), and 5 blood group genes of the A-E linked system.
It is perhaps too early to speculate on the ultimate importance of congenic
line series for research wi t h chickens; but if laboratory m a m m a l s are an
indication, their use should be expanding in the future.
A purely technical advantage of congenic lines is their usefulness in the
production of chicken antisera against blood group genes or other genes carried
homozygously by the various lines. Immunizations between congenics that differ
in a single gene tend to yield highly repeatable antisera against the donor
type. Thus the difficulty of accurately matching residual blood group types in
donor and recipient in outbred chickens can be avoided.
Congenic line series are also potentially useful for the preservation and
analysis of complex genetic systems. Thus if each haplotype of a given blood
group system is incorporated into a congenic subline, then it can be propagated
safely for generations without continued typing. The same congenic line library
can also be used to produce and screen antisera against new l y discovered
haplotypes; and if several blood group systems are maintained in a congenic line
series, such a library of lines can serve to ascertain the composition of new or
unknown antisera.
Most important, however, is the fact that blood group
haplotypes maintained homozygously in congenic lines can serve as a biological
reference which defines each type genetically and serologically.
Finally, it should be pointed out that congenic lines may serve as a basis
for frozen semen banks of well defined major genes. If the base line is kept
alive, homozygous congenics can be reconstituted from frozen semen within a
generation (Bacon et al., 1985).
GENETIC MONITORING OF EXISTING LINES
The high expenses and long time required to establish reproductively
adequate isogenic lines of chickens makes it imperative to maintain their
genetic integrity. Among the measures considered in their propagation should be
the following:
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TABLE 3
Updated list of congenic lines for the chicken major histocompatibilty complex
using line UCD-003 as constant inbred base

Probable type
UCD

Backcrosses

B-type

Source line

Line no

to 003

(Briles)

(Longhecker)**

B17

UCD-003

Inbred full sib (1956) WL

003

INBRED BASE

B17

—

B15

UCD-007

Inbred WL

254

5BI3C***

B 15

B15

B6

UCD-002

Inbred WL

253

5BI3C

B 18

—

BX

UCD-100

Inbred Australorp

330

5BI4C

B21

B21

BY

Hy-Line

Dwarf WL

331

5BI4C

B2

B2

BZ

UCD-159

Mt. Hope Commercial
Richardson

335

5BI4C

B 19

B19

B24

UCD-200

New Hampshire Inbred

312

5BI4C

B24

—

B14

UCD-400

New Hampshire Wisconsin
Inbred

316

5BI2C

_____

______

bq

UCD-001

Red Jungle Fowl Inbred

336

5BI4C

B21-like

BJ

UCD-001

Red Jungle Fowl Inbred

333

5BI2C

—

—

bl

UCD-132

NH x WL Synthetic Inbred

396

5BI2C

—

—

Hy-Line Commercial

314

3B

B21

—

313

5B2C

B3

—

B21
B3

UCD-071

WL Inbred

B°

UCD-500

Ceylonese Jungle Fowl x Red JF 104

5B

—

—

BC

UCD-500

Ceylonese Jungle Fowl x Red JF 342

5BI

—

—

B15

Hy-Line

WL

5BIC4

B 15

B15

Designates intercross of a given backcross generation C.
1981 comparison test of monoclonal antibodies produced by Longnecker.
5B designates 5 generations of backcrossing to 003, I stands for one generation
of intercrossing to produce homozygotes of variant haplotypes;
generations of continued random mating of inbred MHC homozygotes.
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3C stands for 3

Management of chickens in single cages, combined with artificial
insemination from single males, can substantially reduce errors in
i d e n t i f y i n g eggs c o r r e c t l y a c c o r d i n g to the he n that laid them.
Reproduction should be from pedigreed eggs.
Hatching eggs should be scrutinized for uniformity of shape and size and
odd ones excluded at the time of setting for incubation.
If possible, a regular survey of two or three red blood cell types should
be made for which the line is presumed to be homozygous. Among them should
be the major histocompatibility system (B-blood type) as well as such well
expressed systems as A, E, or P. For all of the above systems, numerous
alleles or haplotypes have been charcterized so that antisera for blood
types carried by lines on the same premises different from those of the
inbred line in question can be included in the typing panel. (See Briles
[1971] for more detail.)
Plumage color of most of the currently existing inbred lines of chickens
have the dominant white genotype (II) of the White Leghorn breed.
This
genotype masks potential plumage color or plumage pattern genes such as sex
linked gold, black extension (E), sex linked barring (B), and others.
The
introduction of recessive white (i) gene by repeated backcrossing into
established white lines may be desirable and could save some effort in
blood typing by showing up plumage color variation.
Inbred lines which are not being reproduced by strict full-sib mating
should be cut back to a single pair of recent ancestors at intervals of
perhaps 3 or 4 generations, using retroactive elimination of families and
sublines or by a deliberate effort at expanding a reproducing sib mating
within a current generation on which all future matings can be based.
Inbred lines which are used at more than one laboratory are often bred as
independent sublines. These provide valuable insurance against loss of the
line by disease, budgetary cutbacks, or genetic contamination. At the same
time they offer an opportunity for occasional comparisons at a single
location in order to establish possible genetic divergence from the
presumed genetic equality. Crosses between locally isolated sublines also
can be used to indicate genetic contamination of sublines if the cross
shows substantial hybrid vigor.
Current knowledge of potential transmission of diseases through hatching
eggs such as lymphoid leukosis, epidemic tremor, mycoplasmas, and pullorum
disease make it almost mandatory to eliminate the causative agents from
existing inbred lines, thus enhancing the line's reproduction as well as
ensuring repeatable experimental results. Such specific disease-free (SPF)
inbreds require some degree of isolation from other birds and regular
checks for disease contamination. Freedom of known diseases is also an
important requirement for flocks supplying birds to other laboratories.
The maintenance and propagation of highly inbred lines with sufficient
reproductive performance and viability to permit their use in experiments
may require ongoing selection for reproductive performance, even after a
line has been inbred by full sib mating to very high levels. Published
accounts of reproductive performance of existing lines are scant and do not
permit general conclusions concerning them.
However, our experience with
inbred line UCD—Oil shows that such lines may be subject to declines of
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reproductive fitness after reaching very high levels of inbreeding as shown
in Fig. 1 and Table 1. Perhaps the most satisfactory insurance against such
unpredictable declines would be a breeding system with replicate sublines,
with elimation of sublines showing loss of reproduction.
Declines in
reproduction caused by undiagnosed contamination by disease agents could
also be managed in this way.
CONCLUSIONS
The role of highly inbred lines in biological research has been of
fundamental importance by providing a genetic diversity between lines and
constancy over time and place for each line individually. The relative genetic
constancy of inbreds allows them to be biologically and experimentally
characterized for an ever broadening spectrum of attributes.
Among the lines
which have been employed widely by research institutions have been those
employed in research of disease and immune functions.
The lines with broadest
scientific importance are the Reaseheath and East Lansing lines and their
sublines.
Inbred lines have attained their prominence in research despite relatively
poor reproductive performance. Also measured by the standards of m a m m a l i a n
laboratory lines, most currently used chicken inbreds are not under strict
inbreeding but are allowed to reproduce as small populations following their
initial establishment by means of full sib inbreeding.
The breeding of congenic lines marks a ne w phase in the use of chicken
inbred lines and may well lead to a wider acceptance of their utilization in
avian research.
But we have yet to see inbreds or their crosses enter the
fields of avian nutrition or physiology because these disciplines require birds
of more nearly commercial performance levels. Thus there remains a need for
breeding a few near isogenic base lines with relatively high reproductive and
fitness.
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